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Website Tools

PLATFORMS/BUILDERS

WordPress
The king of all Content Management Systems (CMS), 
WordPress, has been around for a while. It’s no longer 
just for blogging, as some of the world’s biggest 
companies trust the platform to give them an online 
presence. It is highly adaptable with thousands upon 
thousands of plugins to make your site work for you. 
And there’s no shortage of tutorials and knowledge 
bases out there if you’re planning to do it yourself.

Divi
The standard editor for WordPress is... underwhelming. 
Unless you know how to write code, it’s a struggle 
to make something pop. In comes Divi, a WordPress 
builder that is easy to use. Pre-built modules make 
creating a site quick and painless. Buy child themes 
to make it even quicker and give your website its own 
unique spin.

Shopify
If you’re building an e-commerce site for a small to medium-sized business, look no further. Shopify is robust, easy to 
manage, and offers companies an easy way to start selling online. As with WordPress and Divi, there are themes you can 
purchase and install, and visual builders to make development a breeze.

WORDPRESS PLUGINS

Yoast SEO
Want to start showing up in search results? You have to do more than just build a website. Search Engine Optimization 
(SEO) takes intentionality and focus. Yoast SEO helps you improve on-page content, so it follows SEO best practices. 
Yoast identifies issues with meta content and on-page copy using frequently updated metrics that attempt to match 
Google’s algorithm. Make sure you identify the right keywords to get found online.

Updraft
While we provide daily backups as part of our hosting plans, not all hosting providers do so. If you’re using a low-cost 
hosting option, be sure you have a tool to make backups. Updraft makes it simple. Just tell it what you want to backup, 
and it gathers the files for you. You can restore straight from their tool, but be sure to download the files locally in case 
a critical error keeps you from accessing your site.
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Font Awesome
The name might be confusing as the real value in this plugin has nothing to do with fonts. Iconography is a growing trend 
online. Font Awesome brings hundreds of useful icons straight to your website. A free version allows you to add standard 
vector and social media icons, while the pro version packs in even more options.

MemberPress
Planning on having a members-only part of your site? Want to sell and manage access to specific content? MemberPress 
is here to make it happen. As one of the leading WordPress Membership Platforms, it’s packed with features including the 
ability to set up access rules, forums, coupons, and affiliate programs.

Insert Headers and Footers
Not sure where to put that Google Analytics Code? If you’re 
using Divi, there’s a place you can add additional CSS, but 
if you’re using WordPress or another builder, it can feel 
impossible. This handy little plugin gives you an easy way to 
add tracking codes and more to every page on your site.

WP Mail SMTP
If your website is working for you, you should have plenty of form submissions. Some sites run into issues with the built-
in email service from the WordPress site. WP Mail SMTP configures your site to use proper SMTP and increases the 
likelihood of emails getting where they’re supposed to go.

Akismet
SPAM! It’s one of the most irritating aspects of running a website. You get an email telling you there’s a form submission. 
You’re excited to get a lead, only to discover it’s an ad for a medication promising to fix all your ills. For only $5/mo, 
Akismet filters out annoying spam on forms and blog comments, so you have to deal with less junk.

Better Search Replace
Changing your business’ name? Need to update your URL in links across the site? How long will it take you to change 
each one manually? With Better Search Replace, the answer is “a few minutes.” As easy as Find & Replace in a word 
processor, you can update every square inch of your code with a few clicks.

DRIVING TRAFFIC/NURTURING & CAPTURING LEADS

Google Ads
If you don’t know, you’ve been living under a rock. Google tops this list because it’s the #1 place where people search for 
things. Most people are familiar with the promoted results on the top of search pages. Over time, Google has expanded its 
reach to include display advertising on sites across the internet, retargeting to people who’ve visited your site, and video 
ads that show on YouTube and other locations. Search engine marketing costs continue to increase due to competition, 
but for some industries, this is a must.

RafflePress
Giveaways are a fun way to promote your business and drive traffic. But how can you build, manage, and track their  
effectiveness? RafflePress. Decide what you want to give away, connect your social media accounts, and let it rip. Let  
existing followers share the offer or advertise to increase exposure.

Optin Monster
Popups are annoying. They are intrusive. And they work. Offering coupons or lead generators is the best way to grow an 
email list, and Optin Monster is a great way to get yours up and running. Build your offer, choose the timing and location 
of your popups and banners, and start building a list you can email.

Facebook Pixel
As with Google, Facebook has become more than its original intent and now is a significant advertiser online. Adding the 
Facebook Pixel to your site allows you to run retargeting campaigns. Just because someone leaves your site doesn’t have 
to mean you’ve lost a lead. Follow them with ads to bring them back to your website and close the sale, or offer them a 
lead generator and get them on your email list.

Wordpress plugins make it easier for 
users to add features to their website 
without knowing a single line of code. 

- www.wpbeginner.com
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Leadfeeder
This tool is fantastic for B2B companies. Google Analytics may give you aggregate data on who is on your site and what 
they’re doing, but it doesn’t tell you anything more specific. Leadfeeder shows you the company they work for. With a 
little bit of digging, you can identify the right person to contact. The free version gives you a limited number of leads per 
month, telling you which company a visitor is with. The paid version gives you even more data, including the number of 
visits and what pages they viewed. It also connects with LinkedIn so you can search through their contacts and find the 
right person to reach out to. Connect with Sales Navigator and start prospecting!
{{Click here for an extended trial on us}}

MONITORING

Google Analytics
No list of website monitoring tools is complete without Google Analytics. Get a picture of how your traffic changes over 
time, measure time on site, identify pages that are seeing the most traffic, and more. Learn which sources are driving 
the most traffic and which ones are leading to conversions. The data struggles to get granular, but you can watch for 
significant patterns and make adjustments to your site.

Google Search Console
Find out what Google sees when it looks at your web presence. Google Search Console reports on error codes and issues 
with your site that may keep you from being found while also letting you know the search terms and pages that are 
getting traffic.

GTMetrix
Ready for a deep dive on your site’s load time? GTMetrix gives you the data you need to improve your site’s performance. 
See the actual load times for the various elements on a page, the order they’re loading in, and discover what is slowing 
your site down. It offers recommendations on items you should compress or eliminate. Remember that every second counts 
when it comes to a website. The longer your site takes to load, the more likely you are losing customers.

Hotjar
Have you ever wanted to spy on your website visitors to understand why they can’t seem to find what they’re looking for 
and why they end up on certain pages? Hotjar allows you to do just that. Record interactions, gather heatmaps and ask 
for feedback with this handy tool. The free version allows for a limited number of recordings, while paid opens it up to 
even more. Record your homepage or new landing pages and find ways to improve conversions.

https://www.leadfeeder.com/?rc=spartan
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Blogging Tools

Grammarly
We write everything in Grammarly. Ok, not everything. But almost. We’re 
writing this very piece in Grammarly right now. Not only does it check 
for spelling, but it also corrects grammar and looks for overused words. 
Write in Grammarly and refine your piece using the assistant, or add 
the Chrome extension and let it check for spelling and grammar almost 
everywhere on the internet.

Google Docs
Do we have a word processor on our laptops? Yes. Do we use it all that 
often? No. When it comes to collaborative writing, Google Docs makes 
it easy to gather suggestions, make comments, and revert to previous 
revisions if you lose something important in edits. Share with people on 
your team or gather feedback from clients. You can even share documents 
with people who don’t have a Google account, making it possible for 
anyone with an internet connection to contribute.

Ubersuggest
What should you blog about? Use Ubersuggest to find out. By typing 
in competitors’ URLs and keywords, you can see what kind of content is 
already showing up and put your spin on the topic. Remember that most 
people don’t search for just a keyword. Most searches involve a question, 
sentence, or sentence fragment. The closer you can get to writing about 
the entire search phrase, the better you’ll show up.

Companies with blogs produce an average of 67% 
more leads monthly than companies that don’t blog. 

- DemandMetric
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Social Media Tools

Google Sheets
The keys to any social media content strategy are planning and organization. Google Sheets offers a free way to map 
out the content needed for your social media plan. It also allows you to work with your team to develop ideas and most 
importantly, have others proofread your copy.

LinkedIn Sales Navigator
You’ve probably had a basic LinkedIn account for years, but you’ve never actually used it as part of your content marketing 
strategy.  LinkedIn offers a premium service called Sales Navigator. It allows you to create targeted searches and curate 
segmented leads lists. Think modern-day cold calling. You can ID prospects by industry, company, job title, years with the 
company, college affiliation, and so much more. Then begin a dialogue with those people in Sales Navigator Messenger. 

SCHEDULING TOOLS

Buffer
If you’re still posting to social media manually, you’re wasting your time. Free programs like Buffer offer content scheduling 
across multiple platforms. If you schedule your content out a few weeks or even months at a time, you can focus on 
engagement rather than coming up with fresh content every day. Load one graphic and push to all of your social media 
channels at once. 

Sprout Social
If you’re looking for more robust scheduling software that offers in-depth reporting, Sprout Social is a great tool. In 
addition to scheduling content with a calendar, you can manage multiple social media accounts, research new content 
ideas, and collaborate with team members using a content approval process. We use Sprout Social at Spartan to manage 
all of our clients’ social media accounts. We love the reporting and detailed analytics. 

CONTENT CREATION 

Canva
If you’re looking for an easy to use content creation tool, Canva is one of the best. It comes well stocked with frequently 
updated templates and style options. Search for royalty free images and videos to create professional looking graphics. 
Then load your logo and customize it for your business. 

Promo
Creating professional video content doesn’t have to take a full production crew and a big budget. Promo offers subscription-
based access to a growing library of quality stock videos. The best part is the time you’ll save with their easy to use 
templates. Add taglines and a logo to create perfectly branded content.
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INSTAGRAM TOOLS

Linktree
Have you ever noticed that Instagram limits you to just one link in your bio? What if you want to send people to your 
newly published blog, but you don’t want to pull the link to your homepage? Linktree is the solution! You can create a 
branded landing page that houses all of your links and use one single link in your bio. The pro version also offers analytics.

Display Purposes
If you’re not using hashtags on Instagram, get with it! Hashtags increase engagement exponentially and get your content 
in front of people who follow interest-based hashtags. Have you ever seen a post with 30 unique hashtags and wondered 
how someone comes up with all those words or why they took the time to type them all out? Here’s a secret- Display 
Purposes is a free site that finds trending hashtags based on keywords. Stop using all your brainpower to come up with 
29 other words for “winning.” The best part? You can build a list of relevant hashtags and cut and paste them directly 
into your social media post.

Chief Follow
Finding new followers on Instagram is a time-consuming game of likes, comments, and “please follow me back.” This can 
create an unbalanced number of follows and followers for your account. Chief Follow not only gives you insights on your 
followers, it also locates “ghost accounts” and inactive accounts to unfollow keeping your follow count low. 

LINKTREE CHIEF FOLLOW

CANVA SPROUT SOCIAL
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Graphic Design Tools

ADOBE CREATIVE CLOUD 

Adobe InDesign
The king of document layout, InDesign makes it easy to create multi-page documents. If you’re writing a longer white 
paper or guide, this will be decidedly easier than creating the document in Illustrator. With the ability to dynamically 
flow text from one frame to the next, you won’t have to worry about copying and pasting text on different pages based 
on the size or position of images.

Adobe Illustrator
Illustrator is insanely flexible. Create logos, brochures, documents, and 
large format graphics that scale to any size thanks to their vector 
construction. Create shapes that can be imported into InDesign 
documents or added to images in Photoshop.

Adobe Photoshop
There’s more to Photoshop than putting your head on someone else’s 
body or adding your uncle to the family photo. You can edit pictures, 
create one-page ads and flyers, and design websites with this feature-
rich tool. Create graphics and import them into InDesign to spice up 
your documents or use automation to resize an entire batch of photos 
for your website or social media.

Adobe XD
Trying to work through how an app or website will flow? XD is a simple 
wireframing tool that allows you to create clickable elements and test 
out how things will work. Keep it simple with shapes and text or add 
items to make it look close to the real thing. It’s a quicker way to test 
out UI before you get into actually coding something.
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FREE PHOTO RESOURCES 

Unsplash
Stock photography is everywhere. But most of the quality imagery costs something. Unsplash gives you access to more than 
one million high-resolution images from talented photographers around the globe. FOR FREE! WITH NO RESTRICTIONS! 
Find the perfect photo for your next project. Not the one with seven strangers smiling creepily at the camera. 

Deposit Photos
When we’re going to pay for stock photography, vector images, or stock videos, our money goes to Deposit Photos. 
Packed with royalty-free content, you can easily find what you’re looking for and download the perfect size. Best of all, the 
process is easy. No more confusing ‘credits.’ DepositPhotos sells you packs of image downloads. And if you keep an eye 
on AppSumo, you can often get On-Demand download packages for much cheaper than the on-site rate. 

Other Free Stock Photo Resources

Pexels
Pixabay

StockSnap.io
Burst

Reshot
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Email Marketing,  
Automation, & CRM Tools

ActiveCampaign
We’ve played with a lot of email marketing software. Constant Contact, MailChimp, 
Infustionsoft (now Keap), Hubspot. They all bring something a little different to 
the table. What we love about ActiveCampaign is the value. At a fraction of the 
price, ActiveCampaign gives you far more functionality than MailChip or Constant 
Contact. In addition to sending out your monthly newsletter, you can set up tags, 
create automations, and let ActiveCampaign nurture clients to a sale. Connect it to 
WordPress so form submissions drop people into your CRM, allowing you to begin 
communicating with potential clients  without lifting a finger.
{{Click Here to Get a Free Trial of ActiveCampaign}}

Unbounce
The major limitation of ActiveCampaign is the lack of a landing page builder. If you’re not an experienced web designer, 
Unbounce simplifies the process of creating killer sales and landing pages designed to convert visitors into customers. 
Most companies will get by with their lowest tier option, which gives you 75 landing pages, eight popups, customizable 
templates, and A/B testing.

Bonus - Not only 
is ActiveCampaign 
fantastic for Email 
Marketing and 
Automations, it 
also helps you close 
deals as well. The 
deal pipeline can 
be customized to 
your sales process. 
Automation can 
automatically move 
deals from one stage 
to the next, create 
tasks, notify team 
members, and trigger 
emails. 

https://www.activecampaign.com/?_r=R3K8X8T8
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General Business Tools

WaveApps
Invoicing can be a pain, but it doesn’t have to be. With WaveApps, you can manage your accounting, create recurring 
invoices, send automatic reminders, and accept payments online. Best of all, it’s free. Bank transfers (ACH) will cost you 
1%, but credit card payments are comparable with other merchants (2.9% + 30cents per transaction). Save credit cards 
and auto-charge for recurring amounts. WaveApps does have payroll available for an additional charge.

Bench
How many hours do you waste tagging transactions and reconciling accounts each month? If you’re a small business, 
those are the kinds of activities that can keep you from more important work. With Bench, you get a dedicated team to 
keep your financials organized and on track, so you aren’t pulling your hair out next tax season. Great dashboards and 
reporting along with monthly calls with your bookkeeper ensure you know the financial health of your business without 
drowning in the financials.

Asana
What do you need to do next? Many organizations struggle to keep projects moving. While there are plenty of options 
out there (Monday, Basecamp, Trello, etc.), we like Asana for its robust feature set and ease of use. It gives your 
team flexibility to build processes that fit your business. A free version is available, but paid tiers open up additional 
functionality, including dependencies, time tracking, and more.

Slack
Slack has become the ultimate team communication tool. Unclog your email by moving inter-office discussions to this simple 
but effective solution. Build channels for teams or clients, connect tools like Google Drive and Asana for notifications, and 
create fun spaces for teammates to converse.

GSuite
A full cloud suite of applications, GSuite makes it easy to get up and running with email, document management, and 
more. Collaborate on written documents and spreadsheets, share materials with clients, and keep your organization 
efficiently working, no matter where your people are.

Zapier
With all the tools we’ve listed, nothing may be more critical than Zapier. This connector allows web-based applications 
to talk to each other, eliminating the need for duplicate entry and automating tasks that someone would otherwise have 
to remember to do. You don’t have to be a coder or a developer to get the most out of it. Zapier has thousands upon 
thousands of built-in “Zaps” you can use to connect applications quickly.
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BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT/PROSPECTING

Pipedrive
If you’re not using ActiveCampaign to manage your deal pipeline, consider Pipedrive. Customize your sales process, create 
reminders and tasks, and move people towards a sale. Integrations capture email communications so you don’t have to. 
Using Zapier, integrate your CRM and email marketing software to minimize data entry and increase sales conversions.

PandaDoc
There are plenty of proposal software options, but we recommend 
PandaDoc. Create templates so you can build proposals quickly. Send 
through PandaDoc and get digital signatures quickly. Tracking will let you 
know when someone views your proposal and how many pages they make 
it  through. Have a lot of products/options? Upload a .csv file and create a 
product library. Sales will be able to quickly choose the right options for a 
proposal and get it out the door.

LinkedIn Sales Navigator
Once upon a time, everyone thought of LinkedIn as the place you went to 
search for a job. No longer! Now, LinkedIn connects professionals around 
the globe. And it gives you a database to market to. With Sales Navigator, 
expand your available network and open up new opportunities. Powerful 
targeting identifies people based on job title, industry, or location and gives 
you a lead list to start prospecting.

Octopus CRM
Creating connections manually can be time-consuming. Octopus CRM automates connection requests and follow-up 
messages so you don’t have to do all the work. Build targeted lists and template messages, and let Octopus CRM do the 
rest. It will also track the progress of your sales funnel so you can adjust messaging and tactics that aren’t producing 
results.

Having the tools is one thing. knowing how to make them work is altogether different. 

Visit SpartanBrandingCo.com to schedule your free consultation.

Pro Tip - Don’t trust your own 
memory for follow-up efforts. 
Connect with your email 
marketing software and send 
regular, intentional emails 
to overcome objections and 
nurture them towards a sale.

https://spartanbrandingco.com/contact/

